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PERFORMANCESUMMARY
An analytical aerodynamic structural airplane configuration study was con-
," ducted. The prescribed design specifications were for a high performance cruise
mission of 563 km/hr (350 mi/hr) between the altitude of 9.44-12192 m (30-40,000
ft) with a range equal to or greater than 2414 km (1500 mi). Two airfoils were
studied: the medium speed turbulent airfoil, NASAMS(1)-0313 and the natural
laminar airfoil, NASANL(S)-O715F, which has recently been given the official
NASAdesignation of NLF-O215F. The design specifications required two separate
baseline aircraft: a six-passenger single engine turboprop with a 5338 N (1200
Ib) payload, shown in figure I, and a twelve-passenger twin turbofan with a
10676 N (2400 IB) payload, shown in figure 2. In addition to the baseline con-
' figuration, six- and twelve-place canard configurations shown in figures 3 and
4 respectively, an aerodynamically closely coupled six- and twelve-place dual
wing configuration" shown in figures 5 and 6 respectively, and a swept forward
swept rearward six- and twelve-place configuration_shown in figures 7 and 8
respectively were also analyzed. The single wing and canard configurations
which were not structurally joined together were limited to an aspect ratio,
AR, between 6 and 12 and a wing loading, W/S, between 1197-2873 N/m2 (25-60
Ib/ft2). No aspect ratio limit was placed on the configurations that were
structurally connected. All configurations with the same payload utilized
the same fuselage and internal components.
The aerodynamic analysis employed a two dimensional multi-element vortex
panel program to accurately predict the inviscid aerodynamic coupling, with
P
thickness taken into account. This was coupled to a momentumintegral tech-
• nique to predict boundary layer properties and drag with the Squire-Young
formula. The output of the inviscid program, in terms of C_ and C_O, is
used as input to a three dimensional vortex lattice program which predicts"
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Figure 3. Six-Place Canard Configuration.
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Figure 5. Six-Place Dual Wing Configuration.
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Figure 8. Twelve-Place Swept Forward Swept Rearward, --
SFSR, Configuration.
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the span lift distribution and induced drag. These results are then fed into an
optimization program along with weight equations and the minimum cruise drag is
obtained.
The weight estimates utilize modified equations from Nicolai (I) Torenbeek
(2,3) and a UMRdesign project (4} Wing weight predictions are made from modified
composite wing weight equations from Torenbeek, NASTRANand SEMOBEAMoptimization
results for each configuration, and scaled NASTRANresults using a further modified
Torenbeek formula (5)
The results shown in Tables 1 and 2 are trimmed 6-place and 12-place results
using the modified Torenbeek wing weight formula and constant engine weight.
For the six-place configuration only the dual wing and the SFSRwing aircraft
offer reduced drag and hence increased range over the baseline• Both the
canard configurations have higher drag and shorter ranges. For the twelve-
place configurations the dual and SFSRconfigurations have increased ranges
as well as the NLS-canard configuration.
The total wing weights as predicted by the modified Torenbeek wing weight
formula over-predicted the weights of both the dual wing and the swept forward
swept rearward configurations. Table 3 shows the weight comparisons of the total
wing using the Torenbeek formula and the NASTRAN-SEMOBEAMresults, with additional
weights for leading edge, trailing edge, braces, and winglets. Since the dual
wing weights using the Torenbeek formula are substantially greater than the
NASTRANweights, the quantitative comparisons between the dual configurations
and the single wing configurations are in error. Tables 1 and 2, however, do
give a valid comparison between the baseline and the canard configurations
since the weight estimates are valid. Whenthe NASTRAN-SEMOBEAMweights are
used, along with variable engine weight sized to cruise drag requirements, and
detailed weights for control surfaces, leading edges, winglets, and structural
t, _ J |
TABLE I.
TRIMMED6-PLACE WITIi WINGLETS - ENGINE WEIGHTCONSTANT
(Modified Torenbeek Weight Formula)
W W P {I_ e W R AR
Wcr wing win 9 req \DJ S km T
N N Wbaseline kw cr eelliptical (mi) %N/m2 ^
(Ib) (Ib) wing (HP) (Ibf/ftz)
MS(I )-0313
SINGLE WING 19,149 1,868 159
BASELINE (4305) (420) 1.0 (213) 18.9 0.86 1,502 2,778(31.0) (1726) 0.0
CANARD 70 18,588 1,564 170
Sw/Sc : _ (4179) (349) 0.83 (228) 17.I 0.72 1,415 2,590(29.9) (1609) -6.8
DUAL WING 19,028 1,739 145
(4278) (388) 0.92 (194) 19.7 0.92 2,592 2,913(53.5) (1810) 4.9
SFSR 19,620 2,559 152
(4411) (571) 1.36 (203) 20.3 0.90 1,827 2,912(37.7) (1809) 4.8
,NL(S)-0715F
SINGLEWING 18,935 1,644 152 1,652 2,913
(4257) (367) 0.87 (203) 19.6 0.84 (34.1) (1810) 4.9
CANARD80 18,793 1,769 154 1,022 2,876
Sw/Sc = _ (4225) (395) 0.94 (206) 19.2 0.81 (21.1) (1787) 3.5
DUALWING 19,295 1,963 148 2,059 2,976
(4338) (438) 1.04 (199) 20.4 0.92 (42.5) (1849) 7.I
SFSR 19,264 2,178 139 2,355 3,157
(4331) (486) 1.16 (187) 21.6 0.88 (48.6) (1961) 13.6
._J
TABLE 2.
TRIMMED12-PLACE WITH WINGLETS- ENGINE WEIGHT CONSTANT
(.Modified Torenbeek Weight Formula)
W W W f__ e W R AR
cr wing win 9 Preq \DJ S' km Tkw cr eel I iptical (mi) %
N N Wbasel ine (HP) N/m2 2
(Ib) (Ib) wing (Ibf/ft)
MS(1)-031 3
SINGLE WING 38,182 3,970 301 1,734 2,804
BASELINE (8584) (886) 1.0 (403) 20.0 0.84 (35.8) (1742) 0.0
37,123 3,701 306 1,347 2,740
Sw/ScCANARD=_70 (8346) (826) 0.93 (410) 19.0 0.64 (27.8) (1702) -2.6
DUAL WING 38,658 4,306 271 2,195 3,047
(8691) (961) 1.08 (363) 21.7 0.93 (45.3) (1893) 8.4
SFSR 39,449 5,238 285 1,827 2,939
(8869) (I169) 1.32 (382) 21.7 0.91 (37.7) (1826) 4.5
b
NL(S)-0715F
SINGLE WING 38,413 4,060 278 1,492 3,007
(8636) (906) 1.02 (372) 21.6 0.86 (30.8) (1868) 6.9
37,265 3,39.7 275 1,158 3,049
CANARD 80 (23.9) (1894) 8.4
Sw/Sc = _ (8378) (758) 0.86 (368) 21.3 0.69
DUAL WING 39,498 5,198 272 1,831 3,073
(8880) (1160) 1.31 (365) 22.7 0.96 (37.8) (1909) 9.2
SFSR 38,760 5,340 259 2,200 3,224
(8714) (1214) 1.37 (347) 23.4 0.88 (45.4) (2003) 14.6
• J ! I
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TABLE 3.
TOTAL WING __EIGHTCOMPARISON
MS(I)-0313
• Configuration Total Wing Weight
Modified Torenbeek NASTRAN-SEMOBEAM
N (Ib m) N (Ib m)
BASELINE-6 PLACE 1,868 (420) 1,806 (406)
DUAL-6 PLACE 1,739 (388) 1,370 (319)
SFSR-6 PLACE 2,559 (571) 1,350 (338)
BASELINE-12 PLACE 3,970 (886) 2,953 (664)
DUAL-12 PLACE 8,691 (961) 3.,065 (689)
SFSR-12 PLACE 5,238 (1,169) 2,904 (653)
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ties, then the performance of the six- and twelve-place configurations are shown
in Tables 4 and 5. For the six-place MS(I)-0313 configuration the dual wing
and SFSRw{ng configurations have greater ranges, lower cruise drag, and lower
total wing weight. The wing weights for the other dual wing cases are slightly
higher with the ranges all 8-11 percent greater than the respective baselines.
The SFSRconfiguration has ranges that are 12-20 percent greater than the
respective 5aselines. All the NLS-0715 data were obtainedusing scaledNASTRAN-
SEMOBE_!resultsvia the Torenbeek equation.
If an all composite airplane is considered,then Tables 6 and 7 are the
results for the 6-and 12-place configuration. Both the dual and the SFSR
configurations have increased their range over the configurations that only
had composite lifting surfaces. Figure 9 shows the specific range versus
maximumcruise speed. The data points from within the box area are from this
study. The other points are due to Kolhman and Holmes(6) The integrated
configuration includes an advanced rotary engine power plant which has excellent
SFCvalues. If this engine is placed in the six-place configurations of this
study, the dual composite rotary, dual CR, the SFSRcomposite rotary, SFSRCR,
and the baseline composite rotary, baseline CR are the designated configurations.
These configurations give range values significantly higher than the integrated
configuration.
AERODYNAMICSUMMARY
The results of the aerodynamic analysis revealed several interesting trends
which are summarized below with respect to each of the configurations:
Baseline Aircraft
The baseline configurations achieved higher L/D ratios than current pro-
duction airplanes. This is due to allowing larger aspect ratio, use of composite
• • I i
TABLE4.
TRIMMED6-PLACEWITII WINGLETS
W W W p ll_ e W R Z_R
Wcr eng wing win 9 req \DJ S km -R-kw cr eel I iptical (mi) %
N N N Wbaseline (HP) N/m2
(Ib) (Ib) (Ib) wing (ibf/ft 2)
MS(l )-031 3
SINGLE WING 19,673 3483 1806 159 1,534 2,757
BASELINE (4423) (783) (406) 1.0 (213) 19.28 0.86 (31.6) (1713)
DUAL WING 18,997 3260 1419 148 2,461 2,981
(4271) (733) (319) 0.79 (198) 20.13 0.92 (50.8) (1852) 8.1
SFSR 19,300 3154 1503 142 1,831 3,095
(4339) (709) (338) 0.83 (190) 21.23 0.90 (37.8) (1923) 12.3
NL(S)-0715F
SINGLE WING+ 19,091 3363 1383 152 1,710 2,899
BASELINE (4292) (756) (311) 0.77 (204) 19.66 0.84 (35.3) (1801) 5.4
DUAL WING+ 19,197 3260 1548 148 2,093 2,983
(4316) (733) (348) 0.86 (198) 20.39 0.92 (43.2) (1853) 8.2
SFSR+ 18,414 3047 1245 136 2,355 3,231
(4140) (685) (280) 0.69 (182) 21.32 0.88 (48.6) (2007) 17.2
NASTRANWeights
+Scaled NASTRANWeights
TABLE5.
TRIMIIED 12-PLACE WITII WINGLETS
W W W P ___ e W R AR
Wcr eng wing wing req _DJ S km Y
N N N Wbasel ine kw cr eelliptical (mi) %N/m2
(Ib) (Ib) (Ib) wing (liP) (Ibf/ftL)
MS(I )-0313
SINGLE WING 33,707 3,754 2,953 281 1,720 2,971
BASELINE (7578) (844) (664) 1.0 (376) 18.79 0.84 (35.5) (1846)
DUAL WING 33,671 3,607 3,065 256 2,137 3,250
(7570) (811) (689) 1.04 (343) 20.45 0.93 (44.1) (2019) 9.4
SFSR 32,941 3,572 2,904 250 1,735 3,467
(7406) (803) (653) 0.98 (335) 21.71 0.90 (35.8) (2154) 16.7
NL(S)-071 5F
SINGLE WING+ 33,458 3,736 2,722 279 1,720 2,989
BASELINE (7522) (840) (612) 0.92 (374) 18.71 0.84 (35.5) (1857) 0.5
DUAL WING+ 33,778 3,589 3,189 253 1,836 3,306
(7594) (807) (717) 1.08 (339) 20.83 0.96 (37.9) (2054) 11.3
SFSR+ 32,453 3,483 2,504 235 2,233 3,565
(7296) (783) (563) 0.85 (315) 21.65 0.88 (46.1) (2215) 20.0
NASTRAN Weights
+Scaled NASTRAN Weights
TABLE 6.
TRIMMED6-PLACEWITH WINGLETS
Wcr Weng Wwing Wwing Preq (_) e W__ kmR ARRN N N Wbaseline kw cr eell iptical S (mi) %N/m2 o
(Ib) (Ib) (Ib) wing (NP) (Ibf/ft_)
MS(I)-0313
SINGLE WING 19,673 3,483 1,806 159 1,531 2,757
BASELINE (4423) (783) (406) 1.0 (213) 19.28 0.86 (31.6) (1713)
SINGLE WING# 17,187 3,296 1,370 149 1,516 2,983
(3864) (741) (308) 0.76 (200) 18.20 0.86 (31.3) (1853) 8.2
DUAL WING# 16,880 3,109 1,250 139 2,447 3,171
(3795) (699) (281) 0.69 (187) 19.01 0.93 (50.5) (1970) 15.0
SFSR# 16,524 2,953 1,317 131 1,807 3,380
(3715) (664) (296) 0.73 (176) 19.83 0.91 (37.3) (2100) 22.6
NL(S)-OllSF
SINGLE WING++ 17,294 3,229 1,543 145 1,618 3,062
BASELINE (3888) (726) (347) 0.85 (195) 18.80 0.88 (33.4) (1902) II .0
DUAL WING++ 16,991 3,109 1,361 139 2,030 3,186
(3820) (699) (306) 0.75 (187) 19.22 0.92 (41.9) (I 979) 15.5
SFSR++ 16,564 3,064 1,361 137 2,345 3,426
(3724) (691) (247) 0.61 (185) 20.15 0.88 (48.6) (2128) 24.2
NASTRANWeights
#All Composite, NASTRANWing Weights
++All Composite, Scaled NASTRANWing Weights
TABLE7.
TRIMMED12-PLACE WITII WINGLETS
Wcr Weng Wwing Wwin9 Preq (_) e W R ARkw cr eelliptical S km R
N N N Wbaseline (HP) N/m2 2 (mi) %
(Ib) (Ib) (Ib) wing (I bf/ft )
MS(I )-0313
SINGLE WING 33,707 3,754 2,953 281 1,715 2,971
BASELINE (7578) (844) (664) 1.0 (376) 18.79 0.84 (35.4) (1846)
SINGLE WING 29,904 3,643 2,598 263 1,638 3,181
(6723) (819) (584) 0.88 (352) 17.83 0.85 (33.8) (1976) 7.0
DUAL WING# 29,824 3,545 2,615 245 2,418 3,417
(6705) (797) (588) 0.88 (328) 19.14 0.93 (49.9) (2123) 15.I
SFSR# 29,094 3,447 2,517 227 1,836 3,668
(6541) (775) (566) 0.85 (304) 19.92 0.91 (37.9) (2279) 23.5
NL(S)-O71 5F
SINGLE WING++ 29,721 3,576 2,615 246 1,570 3,390
BASELINE (6682) (804) (558) 0.84 (330) 18.83 0.86 (32.4) (2106) 14.1
DUAL WING++ 29,979 3,523 2,793 240 1,831 3,470
(6740) (792) (628) 0.95 (322) 19.48 0.94 (37.8) (2156) 16.8
SFSR++ 28,778 3,242 2,188 221 2,228 3,409
(6470) (730) (492) 0.74 (297) 20.34 0.88 (46.0) (2118) 14.7
NASTRANWeights
#All composite, NASTRANWing Weights
++All composite, Scaled NASTRANWing Weights
+ • ii i
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materials, permitting higher wing loadings, and using natural transition in the
analysis thereby simulating new technology fabrication materials and techniques.
Canard Aircraft
The L/D ratios of the canard were below those of the baseline configurations.
This was due to the trim drag penalty and the lower span efficiency. However,
for non-optimum loading conditions the canard became superior to the baseline.
For equal gross weights the canard is superior to the baseline. Moreover, the
canard design can be made such that the wing is stall proof and hence the canard
configuration would not be spinnable.
Dual Win d Aircraft
The dual wing aircraft consistently had higher L/D ratios than the baseline.
This was due to a shifting of the two dimensional drag bucket to higher lift
coefficient values thereby permitting higher cruise lift coefficients for the
same two dimensional drag. The induced drag of the dual wing was also below
that of the baseline with the dual wing having the highest span efficiency of
all the configurations. The dual wing was penalized because it had to operate
at Reynolds numbers that were almost an order of magnitude below the design
airfoil Reynolds number. Operation at higher Reynolds numbers would have al-
lowed two dimensional drag results that are below the single airfoil, at twice
the Reynolds number for a wide range of lift coefficients; see dual wing section
for details. Also if the dual wing configuration had used airfoils designed
for the dual airfoil mode of operation, the L/D ratios would also have been higher.
Swept Forward Swept Rearward Aircraft
The swept forward swept rearward configurations also consistently had higher
L/D ratios than the baseline configurations_ This is attributable to lower in-
duced drags and an absence of an extra horizontal control surface. The span
efficiencies of the SFSR configurations were the second highest. However,
the SFSR configuration may also not be adequately represented in that lateral
stability was not investigated. A lateral stability analysis may require
21
changing dihedral angles as well as increasing vertical tail size to achieve
stability. This would tend to lower the L/D.
None of the above designs considered optimum fuselages either in terms of
drag or structures. Nor were the configurations optimized for the same wing
• area or the samemaximumgross weight. Host of the above further constraints
would benefit either the dual, SFSR, and the canard configurations.
STRUCTURESSUMMARY
At the start of the present study it was recognized that the main effort in
structural analysi's should be concentrated on the estimation of weight for the
wing systems of current interest. Formulas available for the weight estima-
tion of conventional monoplane wings, however manipulated or adjusted, could
not be said to be appropriate for the task. A series of programs, PREPROCESSOR,
NASTRAN,BIFORCE,and BISTRESSwhich incorporates SEMOBEAM,were utilized to design
the wing system structurally to safely react limiting loads, to optimize the
structure subject to the constraint that it remain viable for the specified
loading, and then to estimate its weight. Baseline, dual, and swept forward
swept rearward configurations, bot_ six-place and twelve-place, were analyzed
so that the relative weight advantage associated with the dual wing system of
interest could be observed and objectively discussed.
All of the dual wing configurations produced during this study for the six-
place aircraft are significantly lighter than the six-place conventional wing,
the swept forward swept rearward wing system offers a 17 percent weight re-
e
duction over the baseline while the dual wing offers a 21 percent weight reduction
" over the baseline. Concerning what are considered to be the least subjective
results, structural box weights, all dual wing configurations offer quite
significant weight reduction possibilities relative to the conventional wing,
22
30 percent for the dual wing and 23 percent for the swept forward swept rearward
wing configuration.
The twelve-place wing design utilized the same structural box layout as
the six-place. However, since the chord was large, this lowered the permissible
buckling stress in the design process producing higher weights. Even using the
same structural b-ox,the dual wing is 70 pounds lighter than the baseline while
the swept forward swept rearward is 33 pounds lighter than the baseline. Re-
design of the structural boxes for both the twelve-place dual wing configurations
and a modification to the weight estimation procedure will result in larger weight
reductions for the twelve-place dual wing configurations relative to the twelve-
place conventional wing.
In summary, for the present applications it appears possible to build a
relatively light dual wing system in either aluminum or composite material.
These dual wing systems appear to perform adequately from the standpoints of
both statics and dynamics. The design of these systems will be more complicated --
requiring, even in the preliminary stages, more computer analysis and less reliance
on proven formulas and established strategies. Based upon the present results it
is concluded that the additional complexity -- both in terms of structure and
design -- is worthwhile.
AERODYNAMICS
Methodology and Baseline Results
The high performance design specifications are given in Table 8. The
m
specifications called for two baseline aircraft, a six-place turboprop personal
aircraft, and a twelve-place turbofan business aircraft.
The fuselage cabins of both the six- and twelve-place aircraft were sized to
present minimum frontal area, to reduce form drag, while providing necessary interior
23
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Tabl e 8
Parameter Range of Values
Cruise Velocity - VCR 563 km/hr (350 m/hr)
Cruise Range - R 2414 km (1500 mm)
Cruise Payload - WtCR
six place 5338 N (1200 Ibm)
twelve place 10,676 N (2400 Ib m)
Wing Loading - W/S 1197-2873 W/m2 (25-60 Ibf/ft 2)
Aspect Ratio
single wing & canard 6-12
dual wings no limit
Altitude Range 9144-12192 m (30-40 k ft)
Airfoil Sections NLF-O715F (natural laminar flow
airfoil }
MS1-0313 (_mediumspeed turbulent
airfoil )_
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volume for the pilot, passengers, and baggage. Both cabins were designed to
accommodate 95 percentile men. The width of the twelve-place fuselage was also
influenced by the requirement to have a 30.5 cm (12 inch) aisle between the seats.
The seat pitch for both versions was 91.4 cm (36 inches), except for the front
row of seats which had a 111.7 cm _44 inch pitch). Each cabin was designed for
e
a pressure altitude 2438 m (8000 ft) for the cruise altitude of 12192 m (40,000 ft).
The six-place cabin which is 132 cm _50 inches) high, 112 cm (44 inches) wide,
and 4.42 m (14.5 ft). long, contains si'x seats in three rows of two seats each and
has the baggage compartment aft of the last row of seats. The baggage compartment
has an approximate volume of 0.R2 m3 (29 ft3). The fuselage was designed for a
retractable tricycle landing gear, the nose gear housed below and forward of the
pressure caWin, and the main gear retracting below and aft of the baggage compart-
ment. The main landing gear width i's 2.62 m (18.6 ft) and exceeds the FARover-
turning criterion. The single turboprop engine is located in the aft-most section
of the fuselage tail cone, and has air inlets and exhausts on either side of the
fuselage with the propeller shaft extending through the aft fuselage. The
avionics and the environmental control unit were also housed in the fuselage
aft of the pressure cabin. Entrance to the cabin compartment is through two
doors, one on each side of the fuselage. One smaller door is located on the
left which accesses the first row of seats, and a larger door is located on
the right which accesses the two aft rows of seats. Both doors split in the
middle and contain steps in the bottom half.
The twelve-place fuselage is very similar to the six, except it has two
turbofan engines mounted on horizontal pylons which are attached to the aft
section, and the cabin is considerably larger. The internal cabin dimensions
are: 152 cm (60 inches) in height, 163 cm (64 inches) in width, and 7.37 m
(.24.2 ft) in length. The baggage compartment is located behind the. last row
of seats and is approximately 1.7 m3 (60 ft3)in volume. The retractable
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tricycle landing gear is located in the same relative position as the landing
gear for the six-place aircraft. The FARoverturning criterion was met with
the same main gear width of 2.62 m (g.6 ft). Just as with the six-place air-
craft, the avionics and environmental control uni't were placed in the aft fuselage
behind the baggage compartment. Entrance to the cabin is through a single
mid-located split door on the left side of the fuselage.
The six-place aircraft uses a scaled version of the Pratt and Whitney PT6A-
45A turboprop engine (-7) with a 2.29 m (90 inch) diameter four-bladed propeller.
Specific fuel consumption was assumed to be constant at 0.344 kg/hW-hr (0.55
Ib/hp-_r_. T_e engine weight was scaled by the ratio of required power to pro-
duction power. The twelve-place aircraft uses two turbofan engines scaled from
a General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE_study (8), while assuming a 0.061 kg/N-hr
(_0.6 Ib/Ib_hr)thrust specific fuel consumption. The turbofan engine weights
were scaled by the ratio of required thrust to reference engine thrust.
The aircraft weights were estimated with the aid of equations given by
Nicolai (]_ and Toren_eek (2'3_and from a UMRdesign project (4), a four-place
_igh speed general aviation aircraft that utilized NASTRANprediction methods.
Th_ fuselage and empennageweights were determined for the six- and twelve-
place aircraft by using Nicolai's equations (II)- with the UMRfour-place design
as a reference aircraft _4)-. Nicolai's equations were used as scaling factors
on the reference weights by accounti'ng for the different fuselage dimensions,
take-off weights, and other important factors. The scale factors used were the
average for commercial subsonic aircraft and light utility aircraft. Wing weights
° were estimated from a modification of Torenbeek's formula to account for com-
posite wings which were used on both aircraft designs and from NASTRANSEMOBEAM
Q
results. These modified composite wing weight formulas were checked against
the results of a NASAinternal memo(9) and showed good agreement. An ultimate
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load factor of 5.7 was used and was calculated from a 3.8 g load with a factor
of safety of 1.5. Weights of landing gear, avionics, electrical and fuel systems,
and other equipment on board were estimated with Nicolai's equations. The weight
of the required fuel was o_tained by estimating take-off and climb fuel consumption,
cruise fuel consumption for a range of 2414 km (1500 miles), descent and approach
fuel consumption, and allowing for 20 percent fuel reserves.
The aerodynamic investigation was completed by using an inviscid vortex
panel multi-element program (_I0) which was coupled to a momentumintegral boundary
layer analysis program(I0) These predicted theoretical two-dimensional inviscid
and inviscid data. The results of the two-dimensional vortex panel analysis
were used as input to a three-dimensional vortex lattice program to predict the
induced drag of the finite lifting surface.
TEe laminar flow portion of the momentumintegral program uses Thwaites'
method(II) with Michel's transition cri'terion (12) The turbulent flow solution
is obtai'ned by Head's momentumintegral method(13) with the two-dimensional drag
being calculated by the Squire-Young formula (14) To check the validity of the
predicted two-dimensional drag, the analytical results were compared to experi-
mental results (]5'16_ known at the same Reynolds number for smooth airfoils.
Fi'gure I0 compares the theoretical to the experimental data for the MS(1)-0313
airfoil at a Reynolds number, Rc, of 4 x 106 and for the NL(S)-0715 airfoil
at a Reynolds number of 6 x 106. This good agreement was achieved by using a
Young's factor of 2.4 for the MS(I_-0313 and a Young's factor of 2.2 for the
NL(S)_O715F in the Squire-Young equation. The same good agreement was obtained
for both airfoils at other Reynolds numbers. m
The vortex lattice program used on this study was developed at the Uni-
versity of Missouri-Rolla (UMR). It uses C_ and C_Ovalues from the
vortex panel program as input and predicts higher values of induced drag than
• II
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Figure 10. Two Dimensional Drag Results.
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does a vortex lattice program, NARUVLE,developed by Tulinius _17), which under-
estimates induced drag (18) Figure II presents a wing fuselage model AR = 8.9
and compares the UMRprogram with NASAdata.
The drag for the two aircraft was estimated by using the component build-up
method. The drag coefficient of each component was totaled and increased by a
factor of I0 percent to account for interference effects as suggested by Roskam(19)
The drag coefficient for the non-lifting components, which influenced the
fuselage, nacelles, and vertical tail, was estimated from graphs and equations
for turbulent flow about streamlined bodies from Roskam(-19), Hoerner (20), and
Crawford (-21) The drag coeffi-cient of the lifting surfaces were predicted by
the momentumintegral boundary layer program and the vortex lattice program as
previously described. For each cruise lift coefficient investigated, the two-
dimensional drag at the proper Reynolds number and the induced drag at the desired
aspect ratio and taper ratio were added to get a total wing drag coefficient. To
account for wing interference, a factor of I0 percent of the zero-lift drag coef-
ficient for the two airfoils consi'dered was added to the total wing drag coefficient.
With the b_si_ aircraft sized, drag coefficients and weights estimated, the
reduction of configuration drag was completed by optimizing the wing for minimum
cruise drag. This included an investigation of taper ratio, winglets, aspect
ratio between 6 and 12, and altitude between 9144-12192 m (30-40,000 ft) and
staying within the limit of wing loading of 1197-2873 N/m2 (20 to 60 Ib/ft2).
The cruise weight consisted of the aircraft field length requirements. The
cruise weight consisted of the aircraft wit_ a full payload plus 20 percent
reserve fuel and half the available fuel above reserve.
The wings of the baseline aircraft were designed to utilize winglets to D
reduce the induced drag. The magnitude of the induced drag reduction was deter-
mined by a computer trade-off study which also found the optimum wing taper
ratio, _, at a wing of aspect ratio 12 with taper ratio between 0.2 and 1.0,
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using the NARUVLEvortex lattice program to compute the induced drag were calcu-
lated for the various configurations. The optimum configuration agreed with
Whitcom_(22) in terms of dihedral and incidence, although the magnitude of the
predicted drag reduction was less. Because of the high degree of correlation
between the current study and the NASAstudy, the standard NASAwinglet design
of Whitcomb(22) was used. To be conservative, however, the drag reduction value
obtained from NARUVLEwas used instead of the value indicated by Whitcomb(22)
These results indicate that _ : 0.6 produces the greatest reduction in induced
drag, _Di, below CL = 0.44 and _ = 0.8 produces the greatest reduction above
CL = 0.44. Since it was anticipated that the cruise lift coefficients would
be 0.4 or higher, _ = 0.8 was selected over _ = 0.6. The induced drag values
of the UMRprogram were modified to account for the effects of adding winglets
using the results of the NARUVLEwinglet study, giving a 15 percent reduction of
the wing induced drag.
The optimization of wing area and altitude for minimum cruise drag was
accomplished by the use of a computer program which computed a wing weight for
each wing area in the desired range and then found the total aircraft weight, Wt,
assuming constant engine weight. This allowed a corresponding lift coefficient
to be calculated. At this lift coefficient, the program searched through two-
and three-dimensional drag polars to find the two- and three-dimensional drag
coefficient for the specific conditions of Reynolds number (.altitude) and aspect
ratio. The drag of the non-lifting components was computed and added to the
wing drag. Mi'nimization of this final drag was the criterion My which the
program selected the optimum wing area, aspect ratio, and altitude.
Figure 12 showsa sample of the results of the optimization program for the
six-place aircraft configured with the MS(I)-0313 airfoil section and aspect
ratio of 8 and 12. Over a wing area range of 6.9 to 27.6 m2 (75 to 300 ft2),
the minimum cruise drag was obtained at an area of 13.9 m2 (151.6 ft 2) for the
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wing with AR = 8 and 12.7 m2 (138.6 ft 2) for the wing with AR = 12. The figure
also indicates the significant drag reduction, about I0 percent, achieved by
increasing the aspect ratio from 8 to 12.
Based on the results obtained by the optimization program, an altitude of
12,195 m (40,000 ft)was selected as being the best cruise altitude. Since the
aircraft were arbitrarily limited to an aspect ratio of 12 or less, an aspect
ratio of 12 was chosen for its low minimum drag values.
Using the techniques of Roskam(23'24) a static stability program was generated
which aided in determining the wing location, horizontal and vertical tail sizes,
and static stability derivatives. Accounting for the aerodynamic center, a.c.,
shift due to the body and all possible loading conditions at cruise flight,
longitudinal, lateral, and directional stability was obtained which is comparable
to that found on typical light and business aircraft. No dynamic analysis was
performed.
The trim performance for each aircraft was completed by obtaining a zero
pitching moment at cruise flight conditions. This was accomplished by finding
the required tail lift coefficient for trim flight and the two- and three-dimen-
sional drag associated with it. The drag was determined by the use of the
momentumintegral boundary layer program and the vortex lattice program as
previously described. The additional trim drag was calculated, and the un-
trimmed data obtained from the optimization program was modified accordingly.
Canard Results
The six- and twelve-place canard aircraft were designed to meet the same
requirements as outlined for the baseline aircraft. Each used the same fuselage,
vertical tail, and engines, and both aircraft were optimized at an altitude of
12,195 m (40,000 ft). The canard and wing have a taper ratio equal to 0.8,
while only the wing utilized weights. Since the canard is forward of the c.g.,
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winglets were not used on the canard, thus maintaining the same directional
stability as the baseline without increasing the vertical tail size. The
aspect ratio was defined individually for both lifting surfaces as the square
of the individual span divided by the reference area of the individual lifting
- surface. The component weights of the canard aircraft are identical to the
baseline aircraft except for the lifting surface weights. Each lifting surface
weight was estimated as described for the baseline aircraft, but based on the
maximumpercentage load it carried. There were two versions of the six- and
twelve-place canard aircraft, one with the MS(1)-0313 airfoil for both the
canard and wing, while the other version utilized the NL(S_O715F airfoil on
both lifting surfaces.
The terms associated with canard configurations are gap, G, stagger, S,
and decalage, D. Gap is the vertical distance between the canard and wing and
is always considered positive. Stagger is the horizontal distance between the
canard and the wing with positive stagger occurring when the canard is above
the wing. Decalage is the relative angle of attack between the canard and wing,
positive when the canard is at a higher angle of attack than the wing. Both
stagger and gap are measured from mid-chord to mid-chord and non-dimensionalized
with respect to the average chord length of the wing and canard, The dividing
line between canard and tandem wing configurations is somewhat arbitrary and
not really important here. For this investigation, it is assumed that a canard
configuration is one in which the forward surface area is equal to or less than
the rear surface area. Also, any configuration with samll stagger, less than
two average chord lengths, is considered to be a dual wing configuration.
T_e canard aircraft designs maximized the results of the aerodynamic trade-
off analysis completed by Keith (125), but to obtain "flyable" aircraft with
minimum cruise drag, consideration was given to certain design constraints as:
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canard and wing as related to gap and stagger; stability and control which deter-
mined the possible locations of the wing and canard; trim, stall, and take-off
rotation which determined the decalage angle and wing to canard area ratio.
The results of Keith's study indicate the following desired features for suc-
cessful canard designs:
w
I. Aspect ratio of wing and canard should be as large as possible.
2. The stagger between the wing and canard should be as large as possible.
3. The decalage angle should be kept as small as possible to avoid high
two dimensional drag values.
4. The gap between the canard and wing should be as large as possible.
As a result of the above desired features,the gap between the canard and the
wing was chosen such that the canard and wing were at the top and bottom of the
fuselage. This maximized interior fuselage usage while transferring lifting
surface loads to the fuselage with minimal added weight. In order to have the
largest possible stagger the canard needed to be as forward as possible, and
when visibility is considered a positive stagger, canard above the wing chosen,
As a side benefit negative stagger systems have earlier boundary layer separation
than positive stagger systems.
Since the altitude and wing taper ratio were optimized in the baseline study,
only the total wing area was optimized and selected to obtain minimum cruise drag
for the canard aircraft. Figures 13 and 14 show the weighted drag coefficient
(CD x S_ as a function of the total wing area considered for various wing-to-
canard area ratios. These figures present the breakdown of the two dimensional
and induced drag coefficient as well as the total drag coefficient for the six-
place canard aircraft with the MS(1)-0313 airfoil and NL(S)-O715F airfoil,
respectively. Figure 13 shows that the MS1two dimensional drag increases
at almost the same rate as the three dimensional induced drag decreases, with
35
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increasing wing area. The minimum total drag occurs close to the intersection
of the two drag components, at which point the two are equal, i.e., a total wing
area between 11.9 m2 (130 ft 2) and-13.8 m2 (.150 ft 2) for all wing-to-canard area
ratios. However, the NL(S)-O715F two dimensional drag does not increase as -
rapidly as does the MS(I)-0313 two dimensional drag for increasing wing area,
because of the large and shallow two dimensional drag bucket of the NLS airfoil
section. This also results in a large shallow drag range for the NLS version of
the six-place canard aircraft as illustrated in Figure 14. But since the induced
drag decreases more rapidly than the two dimensional drag increases, the minimum
drag for the NLS version occurs at a wing area equal to 18.4 m2 (200 ft2), a
much higher total wing area than for the MS1version. Similar trends occur for
the twelve-place canard aircraft with total wing area between 18.4 m2 (200 ft 2)
and 41.3 m2 (450 ft2). The minimum total weighted drag coefficient for the MS1
version of the twelve-place occurs at wing areas between 24.8 m2 _270 ft 2) and
28.5 m2 (.310 ft2)for the various wing-to-canard area ratios, the locations
where the two- and three-dimensional drag terms are almost equal.
Applying the trim analysis results in Figure 15. Trim did not produce any
additional drag. This figure shows the trim regions for canard configurations
with wing-to-canard area ratios of 50/50 and 80/20, and also the trim region
for a comparable conventional tail-aft configuration. These results were
obtained from the unoptimized baseline and canard designs for the six-place
2
aircraft with the MS_)-0313 airfoil having equal reference areas of 9.29 m
(]00 ft2). The canard designs include a region of trim decalage from -4 °
to 4° , while the tail aft configuration includes a trim region of horizontal
tail lift coefficient -0.3 < CLH< 0.3. This figure shows how the off-optimum
load penalizes the conventional tail aft as compared to the canard configurations.
The minimum L/D for trim of the canard design is much higher than the tail-aft
design minimum L/D for trim.
NL(S1-0715 6-PLACE CRUISE CONDITIONS . 
c = 4  f t  3=10 f t  D=OO X=0.8 W/WINGLETS 
Figure 1 4 .  Weighted Drag Coefficient for the 
Six-Place NL(S)-0715F Canard Aircraft. 
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The trim decalage angle is the relative angle of attack between the canard
and wing which produces a zero pitching moment, CM : O, for the aircraft at
cruise level flight. Figure 16 shows CM as a function of decalage angle for
the different wing-to-canard area ratios for the six-place canard aircraft.
- The pitching moment is very sensitive with decalage angle for wing-to-canard
area ratios of 70/30 or less. The high wing to canard ratios require a large
trim decalage angie which raises the total drag. These same trends exist for
other total lifting areas. Static longitudinal stability requires that (W/S)c
CL > (W/S)w/CL (26) Since the same airfoil was used for the canard and
C _W
the wing and with the stagger relatively large, the surfaces are essentially
~ CL . Thus (W/S)c > (W/S)w and hence the high
uncoupled such that CLec
_W
decalage requirement as Sw/Sc approaches 90/10. Figure 17 shows the trim
drag for the MS(1)-0313 six-place canard configuration. The trim drag for
the six-place NLS-O715Fcanard configuration is shown in Figure 18.
The final configurations chosen for the canard aircraft have wing areas
that yield minimum trim drag at an area ratio equal to 70/30 for the MSl air-
foil and 80/20 for the NLS airfoil. Since the trim drag for all area ratios
is almost equal, it was desirable to select thehighest possible area ratio,
without being penalized severely for drag, so that minimum lift would be lost
in a stall situation, Since the canard is at a greater incidence angle than
the wing, it is anticipated that the canard would always stall first, and with
minimum area chosen for the canard, less total lift would be lost. Also for
the 80./20 area ratio, all the fuel could be placed in the wing without any
fuselage fuel cell. The drag for the 50/50 area ratio was less, but the
, location of the wing would be too far aft and could not be feasibly located
on the fuselage tailcone.
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It should be mentioned that although the canard does have a slight drag
and hence range penalty with respect to the baseline, the absence of stall problems
and hence spin more than offsets these range penalties. Also mixing the airfoil
sections of the canard and the wing should provide better performance for the
canard configuration.
Dual Win9 Results
Several investigators have shown that closely coupled dual airfoil systems
can have superior two dimensional aerodynamic performance with proper stagger,
gap, and decalage (26'27'28'29'30'31) Analytical procedures developed in 1934
by Prandtl and Tietjens (32) determined that some dual wing configurations would
have lower induced drag than an equivalent single wing.
Vortex panel methods as described earlier were used for the two dimensional
predictions along with momentumintegral techniques and the Squire-Young formula
for drag coefficient.
Initial investigation of the performance of various dual wing configurations
covered a wide range of staggers to confirm the observations of previous dual
wing research (]0'30'31 _. These investigations showed that negative stagger
caused higher drag and much earlier separation. This is shown in figure 19.
The negative stagger runs (curves E through H) invariably exhibited flow separa-
tion at relatively low lift coefficients, while the positive stagger, negative
decalagecases _curvesB throughD)delayed the separationpoint to lift coef-
ficientsof 1.5 or greater. The positivestagger,positivedecalagerun {curve
A) separatedat a lift coefficientof less than 0.8 and producedan excessive
amount of drag. Likewise,the negativestaggerconfigurationscreatedlarge
amountsof drag in relationto the positivestagger,negativedecalagecases.
All of these findingssupportedthe conclusionsreachedby Norton(26),
Nenadovitc_(_0_
\
and Olson and Selberg_l i,who determinedthat both the negative
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stagger and the positive decalage configurations performed poorly compared
with the positive stagger, negative decalage condition. The NL{S)-O715F airfoil
displayed similar behavior. Due to the above results all optimization studies
" were directed in the region of positive stagger and negative decalage. The
optimization study investigated changes in positive stagger, negative decalage
angle, and gap. Details of this optimization are found in (33), C34). The
optimum airfoil placement from two dimensional considerations for airfoils of
equal chords is a stagger of 1.0, a gap of 0.26, and a decalage angle of -6
degrees. Figure 20 presents the C_/Cd results of this optimum airfoil placement
showing a significant improvement in liftover drag at the higher lift coefficients.
Figure 21 shows the pressure distribution for two airfoil sections at a stagger
of 1.0, a gap of 0.26, and a decalage of -6 degrees. For the case, the lower wing
at a geometric angle of attack, _, of 1 degree obtained a lift coefficient, CI,
of 0.439, comparable to that of a single wing at a -I degree angle of attack.
The upper wing produced a lift coefficient of 0.559 at a geometric angle of
attack of -5 degrees, which is approximately equal to the lift on a single wing
at a 0 degree angle of attack. Thus, the upper and lower wings receive a +5
degree and a -2 degree induced angle of attack, respectively, indicating that
the flow about each wing is significantly affected by the presence of the other
wing. Figure 21 also illustrates the reduced leading edge pressure peak and
the reduced adverse pressure gradient experienced by the dual wings, both of
which inhibit boundary layer separation.
Upper surface transition location for a stagger of 1.0, a gap of 0.26, and
a decalage of -6 degrees is shown in Figure 22. The transition points for
both the dual wing and the single wing configurations were at about 60%and
10% chord for low and high lift coefficients, respectively. However, the
shift from transition at 60%chord to transition at 10% chord occurred at
list coefficients of 0.6 to 0.8 for the single wing, as opposed to 0.9 to I.I
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for the dual wing configuration. The essence of this behavior is that the dual
wing benefits from a considerably longer period of laminar flow between lift
coefficients of 0.6 and I.I and a corresponding decrease in viscous drag.
Similar trends were obtained for the NL(S)-O715F. While the same transition
shift occurs that happened for the MS(I)-0313 it occurs at much higher lift
coefficients thus reducing its value at normal cruise lift coefficients.
Induced drag comparisons between the various configurations were also con-
ducted, using the three-dimensional UMRvortex lattice program. The results
of this study indicated that the difference in induced drag between various
closely coupled dual wing configurations v_asconsiderably less than the cor-
responding difference in two-dimensional drag over the range of stagger, gap,
and decalage investigated. The study covered wings of aspect ratios 12 and
16. Figure 23 shows a sample of the cases investigated, and illustrates the
induced drag advantage of the dual wing over a single wing of equivalent aspect
ratio, i.e., a single airfoil with the same span, b, and area, Sref, as the
dual wing, and whose chord is equal to the sum of the two dual wing chords.
The figure also indicates the significantly lower induced drag of the aspect
ratio 16 wing compared to the wing of aspect ratio 12. Since the two
dimensional savings were more dominant in the final design, a constant stagger,
gap, and decalage with span configuration was chosen, i.e. stagger of 1.0,
gap of 0.26, and decalage of -6 degrees.
The results of the optimization program with trim is shown in Figure 24
as a function of area. The cruise lift coefficient for the dual wing is
" between 0.55 and 0.66 depending on payload. Figure 25 shows the two dimen-
, sional savings that occur at the higher lift coefficients for the dual wing
configuration. The dual wing in this study was penalized because of having
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to operatewith an airfoilthat was so much below its design Reynoldsnumber.
If the design specificationshad been differentsuch that higherReynoldsnumbers
were requiredthen figure26 illustratesthe two dimensionalsavingswith a
staggerof l O, a gap of 0.26, and decalageanglesof -4, -6, and -8 degrees.
. For these cases the drag coefficientis below the single,for lift coefficients
betweenO.l and l.O allowingfor decalageareatuning for minimumdrag.
The dual airfoilresultswere also penalizedbecausethe utilizedairfoil
sectionswere not designedto operatein the closelycoupledmode.
Swept ForwardSwept RearwardConfigurationResults
The SFSR configurationutilizedthe resultsof the dual wing portionof the
study in eliminatingnegativestaggerconfigurationsdue to their highertwo
dimensionaldragand early boundarylayer separatipn. Since the SFSR configura-
tion was to be joinedat the tip and since the dual airfoilstudiesalready
establishedthat a S = l.O, G = 0.26, and D = -6 degreesresultedin the best
aerodynamicbehavior,the tip geometrywas fixedat these values. Three-dimen-
sionalSFSR studieswere conductedto investigatestaggerand decalageversus
span variations. Figure 27 shows induceddrag as a functionof lift coefficient
at variousstaggers. The induceddrag decreaseswith decreasingstagger,however,
since all the longitudinalcontrolis exertedby the wings the minimumSroot was
chosenwhile still maintainingsufficientcontrolpower in the form of Cm_E, i.e.
a value equal to the baselinedesigns. This occurredwhen Sroot = 8. Gap and
decalagevariationsat the tip are shown in Figure28. A root decalageof 0.0
degreesis superiorto a root decalageof -6 degreesthus providinga geometric
washoutfrom root to tip. The span variationof lift distributionof the front
" and rear wings at a CL = 0.6 and a Sr = 8 is shown in Figures29 and 30 as a
functionof Gr and Dr Both curves,A and D, are approachingthe elliptical
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lift distribution. A G : 3 was chosen so that the front wing could be on top
of the fuselage with the rear wing on the bottom of the fuselage. A taper
ratio of 1.0 yielded the least induced drag. This is because the wing was
- optimized for a taper ratio of one and at taper ratios then less than one the
outer wing would be at a higher loading. For the final SFSRwing placement
o
cross flow instability calculations after Beasley (35) were conducted. These
calculations verified that cross flow instability did not exist for the cruise
flow conditions investigated.
The optimization results for the SFSRare s_own in Figure 31 compared with
the baseline.
T_e SFSRconfiguration was not designed for lateral stability. Lateral
stability requirements could cause the necessity of a larger vertical tail and
changes in wing dihedral which would raise the drag and lower the range.
STRUCTURES
Introduction
At the start of the present study it was recognized that the main effort
in structural analysis should be concentrated on the estimation of weight for
the wing systems of current interest. Other structural systems for the present
aircraft were considered to be more or less conventional and, thus, adequately
dealt with using available punished weight estimating formulas. It was recog-
nized, however, that these wing systems could lead to reduced fuselage bending
moments and could, therefore, permit lilghter fuselage structure, but the use
• of existing formulas was to be conservative and suitable within the time con-
straints.
The need for quality weight estimates for the present wing systems posed a
problem, since formulas available for the weight estimation of conventional
monoplane wings, however manipulated or adjusted, could not be said to be
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appropriate for the task. According to Torenbeek (3), for example, between 50 and
70 percent of the weight of a conventional wing is attributable to structure
specifically intended to react out-of-plane bending loads. 0nly a small portion
of the remaining weigSt (in the neighborhood of I0 percent) is attributable to
structure intended to react torsion. The residual weight is either non-structural
or required to react loads which are not the subject of this study, e.g.,
landing loads, flap loads, etc.
Owing to the geometry of t_e wing confi'gurations of present interest, normal
cruise loading may produce considerable i'n-plane bending loads and considerable
torsional loading i_ conjunction with out-of-plane bending loads. The loading
picture is further complicated By intermediate structural connections between
the wings and the load discontinuities these connections introduce.
In vi'ew of the above, it was concluded that the only valid approach to weight
estimation was to design the wing system structurally to safely react limiting
loads, to optimize the structure subject to t_e constraint that it remain
viable for the specifi'ed loading, and then to estimate its weight. A methodology
was developed to perform these tasks. It is described in the following section.
Having established the needed methodolog_ wing weights were determined for
the baseline, dual wing, and swept forward swept rearward configurations both
for the six-place and the twelve-place payloads.
Although time and resources were limited, the various wing system models
developed for t_e above purpose were additionally subjected to preliminary modal
analyses in order to identify possible dynamics problems and were also subjected
• to a limi_ted parameter survey in order to explain better how they function
structurally.
Structural Model
" The weight estimation for the wing systems of present interest must basically
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begin with a procedure for appropriately sizing the wing structure. The
sizing criteria employed in this paper are based upon producing a "fully
stressed structure," i.e., a structure having all members either stressed to
limiting stress levels or of specified minimum dimensions, when the structure
is influenced by design limiting loads.
The generation of a fully stressed structure requires an analysis to deter-
mine stresses in all the members in the wing system. Due to the static redundancy
of the dual wing configurations studied here, a method for determining the loads
carried by each wing is required before a stress analysis of structural elements
may be performed for the individual wings.
The first step, therefore, in the wei'ght estimation procedure is to model the
entire wing configuration for assumed reasonab-le element properties, to subject
it to the design limiting load, and to determine the load distribution on each
wing. The loads thus determined are then used to size the members of the wing
configuration based upon a fully stressed structure design procedure. This con-
stitutes the second step in the weight estimation procedure. Alterations in
member properties, however, change the nature of load sharing between the wings.
The steps described above must be repeated using the modified structure properties
obtained from the previous iteration until the results converge to within an
acceptable tolerance.
The first step of the weight estimation procedure is the execution of a
program PREPROCESSOR,which generates a NASTRANdata deck for the wing configura-
tion of interest using s_mple beam elements _CBAR). A single beam element is
placed between two adjacent stations along the span.
Wing structure for the purpose of this study is considered to be an assemblage
of longitudinal stiffeners (stiffeners, spar caps and/or longerons) and longi-
tudi_al webs (skins, spar webs and keel beams). The sectional properties of the
appropriate beam element are thus calculated using the average of the cross
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sectional properties for the web-stiffener structure at two adjacent spanwise
stations.
PREPROCESSORaccepts as input the geometry of the given wing configuration
along with estimates for stiffener areas and web thicknesses. Each wing is
modelled with beam elements along the elastic axis.
The elasti'c axis is assumed to be the axis connecting the shear centers
of spanwise stations. Due to varying element properties along the span, the
shear centers of spanwise stations do not lie on a straight line. Linear re-
gression is used to fit an elastic axis passing through the shear centers in
the mid-chord plane of the wi'ng.
Rigid elements (CRIGDI_ connect the leading and trailing edges at each
station. Plot elements (PLOTELI connect the grid points along the leading and
trailing edges of the wings. Althoug_ the present concern is with stresses
rather than deflections, the use of rigid elements permits the determination
of deflections of the leading and trailing edges from the NASTRANstatic analysis.
These deflections may be important in the aerodynamics of closely-coupled wings
and are available for comparison to permissi'ble values.
In the cases of wings having connections other than tip connections, the
connections between wings are made at appropri'ate span locations on the elastic
axis of eacffwing.
The input for the NASTRANb_ammodel consists of loads due to aerodynamic
forces and moments, and those due to the weight of the structure. This input
is multiplied by an appropriate factor of safety and by an appropriate load
factor. Local values along the span for the lift coefficients, sectional lift
curve slopes, sectional zero lift coefficients, angles of attack and pitching
moment coefficients gi_ve the magnitudes and locations along the chord of the
lift forces and pitching moments. These forces are applied at the grid points
of the structural model which are connected by rigid elements to those on the
elastic axis.
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The weight of the wing provides an inertia relief. The center of mass,
weight of each bay and the moments of inertia of each bay are calculated by
PREPROCESSOR.This information is used to prepare an inertial property data
card for each bay in the appropriate NASTRANformat, b
The NASTRANstatic analysis output provides the forces in the CBARelements
for eac_ wing. T_e next step in the weight estimation procedure is the execution
of the program BIFORCEwhich simply processes the bending moments, torques and
axial forces in the CBARelements to generate station loads for each wing.
The program BISTRESS, the execution of which follows the above step in the
weight estimation procedure, uses these loads to generate areas and thicknesses
for structural elements in the wing configuration corresponding to a fully
stressed structure. The internals of B£STRESSare illustrated in Figure 32.
The geometry of the wing configuration, the bending moments, torques and axial
loads at each station along with the estimate for the web thicknesses and stif-
fener areas used in the preceding NASTRANrun are input to BISTRESS. The stress
analysis for the wing configuration is carried out using SEMOBEAM,a program by
Cook(36)-.
SEMOBEAMassumes a semi-monocoque wing structure consisting of axial force
members (stiffeners) and shear panels (webSl. The displacement formulation is
used to calculate the stiffener axial stresses and the web shear stresses.
Although the method for calculating stresses employed by SEMOBEAMlacks the
generality of a more detailed fini'te element analysis, it provides sufficient
accuracy for preliminary design procedures and is inexpensive to run.
SEMOBEAMthus gives the stresses _n the wing membersfor particular values
of stiffener areas, web thickness and wing loads. An iterative procedure is
used to size the wing structure for a set of loads to obtain a fully stressed
structure.
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Figure 32. Flowchart for the BISTRESSProgram.
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The webs and spars were evaluated for buckling as well as for shear
failure. Timoshenko's formula for buckling of continuously supported rectangu-
lar plates loaded at the edge by pure shear (37) is used. The value of the
critical shear stress is in general different for different spar webs and skin
panels within the structure. The BISTRESS program was set up to accept a single
value for the limiting shear stress in webs. The value of Tcr for the web with
the smallest value of k{t/b) 2 was calculated and used as the limiting value.
The BISTRESS program calculates the weight of the wing structural box using
values for the web thicknesses and stiffener areas obtained after suitable con-
vergence,
The sequence of these programs is executed until the difference in weight
generated by two consecutive BISTRESS runs is within an acceptable tolerance
indicating that the process of mass distribution on the wing structure has
converged.
In order to avoid confusion and subjective assessments, all of the present
work is based upon the use of a conventional ai'rcraft structural material -- 7079
Alclad aluminum. As reported in Ref. (I_, the use of composites for wing struc-
ture should yield a wing weight which is 75% of the aluminum weight. In a more
recent and, perhaps, more authoritati've reference (38) it is stated that a com-
posite wing structure which weighs 63% that of the structurally equivalent
aluminum wing is possible, Where we have quoted composite weights in the fol-
lowing, we have assumed the 37% weight reduction relative to our aluminum models.
Each of our structural models is based upon the MS_I)-0313 airfoil. The
structural box is assumed throughout to Have its forward spar at 15% of chord •
and i'ts aft spar at 75% of chord. The chordwise internal construction of the
structural box used for all of the present wing systems is illustrated in
Figure 33.
!
I I I I I I I I
0% 15% 25% 35% 45% 55% 65% 70% 100%
(_ ". STIFFENER NUMBERS
= WEB NUMBERS
J
Figure33. StructuralBox using the MS(I)-0313Airfoil.
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The weight estimation procedure described in the previous section produces an
estimate of the weight of the structural box only. To this weight we have added
in each case the weight of an aluminum leading edge assumed to be 2.5 mm(0.I in.)
thick and the weight of a trailing edge assumed to be 0.76 mm (0.03 in.) thick.
Also included in our weight estimation is a winglet weight estimation which is
based upon simple scaling by surface area and the results of a study by Gifford
and van Dam(39) Structure required to support the winglet and additional
structure required to tie the wings together is also included in the various
models.
The loads used to design the present structure associate with cruise and
maximumcruise weight. Inertia relief is incorporated. A factor of safety of
1.5 has been employed and a load factor of 3.8 for vertical loading is used.
The latter factor is quoted in the FAR's for aircraft weighing less than 1900 kg
(4200 Ibs.)and is thus appropriate for the six-place aircraft of interest.
Since this factor has also been used here for the twelve-place aircraft, our
weight estimates for the latter aircraft are considered to be quite conservative.
In order to illustrate the credibility of the present approach, Torenbeek's
weight estimating equation (3_ was applied to the present conventional six-place
wing. The predicted weight based upon this formula is 2,868 N (1420 Ibs.)
without winglets. The weight estimate for the conventional six-place wing
determined by the present approach is 1,806 N (406 Ibs.) -- this includes the
leading and trailing edges and does not include winglets.
The primary results of the present investigation are summarized for the
six-place configurations in Table 9 and in Table I0 for the twelve-place con-
figurations. Shown in the first line of each figure is the structural box
weight for the various configurations. These weights were developed by the
weight estimation procedure described in the previous section. Clearly seen
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TABLE9.
WEIGHTBREAKDOWNFORTHE SIX-PLACEWINGSYSTEMS
• CONVENTIONAL DUALWING SWEPTFORWARD
N N SWEPTREARWARD
(Ibs.) (Ibs.) N
- (Ibs.)
Structural Box 2,448 1,744 1,887
(.550.3) (392.0) (424.3)
Horizontal Tail 139 139 ---
(31.3) (31.3)
Ties --- 205 76(46.0) (17.0)
Winglets 173 124 142(39.0) (.28.0) (32.0)
Leading & 248 462 285
Trailing Edges (55.7) (104.0) (64.0)
TOTAL- 3,008 2,675 2,398
Aluminum (676.3) (601.3) (537.3)
TOTAL- 1,806 1,419 1,503
Composite (406) (319) (338)
7O
TABLE10.
WEIGHTBREAKDOWNFORTHE TWELVE-PLACEWINGSYSTEMS
CONVENTIONAL DUALWING SWEPTFORWARD
N N SWEPTREARWARD "
(I bs.) (Ibs.) N(Ibs.)
Structural Box 3,896 3,403 3,665
(876.0) (765.0) (824.0)
Horizontal Tail 218 218 ---
(49.0) (49.0)
Ties --- 307 107
(69.0) (24.0)
Winglets 307 240 267(69.0) (54.0) (60.0)
Leading & 488 912 560
Trailing Edges (109.8) _205.0) (126.0)
TOTAL- 4,911 5,080 4,609
Aluminum (1104.0) (.1142.0) (1036.2)
TOTAL- 2,953 3,065 2,904
Composite (.664) C689) (652)
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is that all of the dual wing systems treated in this study show a weight ad-
vantage when compared to the appropriate conventional wing insofar as the
structural box is concerned. This matter will be discussed further in the
concluding section of this structural write-up. Horizontal tail weights shown
° in the second row of each table were estimated by available formulas. Tie weights
shown in the third row of each figure include intermediate struts for the biwing
and wingtip structure required to couple wings in all of the dual wing configura-
tions. Winglets weights, and leading and trailing edge weights shown in subse-
quent rows of each figure are determined as previously discussed. Composite
weight estimates for each configuration are included in Tables 9 and I0. These
are based upon the 37%weight reduction factor relative to aluminum discussed
earlier in this section.
Having obtained acceptable structural models, the writers were in a position
to determine other structural response quantities of interest. An acceptable
structure must not only respond to limiting loads with stresses in all struc-
tural elements less than limiting stresses, but also exhibit acceptable deflec-
tions. This is particularly important in the dual wing configurations studied
here where the spacing between wings and the relative angle between the wings is
critical. Significant structural deflections may spoil proper aerodynamics.
Shown in Table II are changes in the gap, stagger, and decalage for the six-
place biwing, and swept forward swept rearward wing which occur when the air-
craft are influenced by cruise loading. Changes are relative to the unloaded
state. None of the changes shown are considered to be significant from the
i
aerodynamic standpoint. For this reason, deflections for the twelve-place
configurations were not developed and are not offered here.
Although, as has been said, there was insufficient time and resources to
do a thorough investigation of the dynamics of these configurations to include
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TABLEII.
CHANGESIN GAP, STAGGERANDDECALAGEFORSIX-PLACE AIRCRAFTIN CRUISE
GAP A STAGGER _ DECALAGE
(radians)
f
BIWING -5.3028 mm -13.9852 mm 0.3385 x 10-2
SWEPTFORIIARD
SWEPTREARWARD -16.358 -4.2722 0.1575 x 10-3
TABLE 12,
SUMMARYOF MODALACTIVITY
MODE FREQUENCYr/s (hz.)
CONVENTIONALWING
Ist out-of-plane bending 29.4 (4.68)
2nd out-of-plane bending 166.6 (26.52)
3rd out-of-plane bending 432.0 (68.89)
BIWING
Ist out-of-plane bending 24.3 (3.86)
2nd out-of-plane bending 91.9 (14.5)
3rd out-of-plane bending 112.3 (17.9}
i
SWEPTFORWARDSWEPTREARWARD
Ist out-of-plane bending 31.7 (.5.04)
2nd out-of-plane bending 48.1 (7.65)
3rd out-of-plane bending 66.1 (10.5)
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a flutter analysis, it was believed that a quick look at modal activity was in
order. The NASTRANCBARmodels had been developed during the weight estimation
process and were available for this task (.and for any other task that NASTRAN
within the NASTRANpurview).
The first natural frequencies of vibration for the conventional six-place
wing are given at the top of Table 12 for reference purposes. The assumption
is that this wing is dynamically acceptable and that if the lowest natural
frequencies of the dual wing configurations examined fall in the frequency range
defined by those of the conventional wing (29.4 r/s to 432 r/s), then these
wings too are acceptable from the dynamics standpoint. This is perhaps sim-
plistic, but there are precedents for this approach. Owing to the increased
structural complexity of the dual wing configurations studied, one would expect
and does observe an increased number of natural frequencies in a given frequency
band. Given then in Table 12 are the three lowest natural frequencies for the
six-place biwing, swept forward swept rearward and joined wing. Seen is that
the lowest natural frequency for each configuration examined associates with
out-of-plane bending and has a value which is comparable to that of the con-
ventional wing. It certainly deserves further study, but based upon the present
work, one may observe that these dual wing configurations manifest no pathological
dynamic behavior and that they may be as dynamically suitable as the conventional
wing.
Torsional natural frequencies were also determined for these configurations.
The first torsiona!frequencyof the baselineis 929 r/s. Considera_lylower
values were determined for the dual wing and the swept forward swept rearward
wing system -- these are 226 r/s and 60 r/s, respectively.
t
The complexity of the dual wing structures studies led to questions con-
cerning how their weight depended upon overall geometry. The methodology for
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weight estimation described in the previous section was used as a tool to conduct
a limited parameter study involving geometric variations for the six-place dual
wing configurations of interest. The span, the average chord and the relative
disposition of the two wings were the parameters chosen for this study. The
relative disposition of the two wings is described here by the angle 0 which is
defined in Fig. 34.
The parameters in the above study were varied independently to span the
range which included the design values of the parameters for the three six-place
dual wing configurations. Thus the wing span was varied from 11.278 m (37.00 ft)
to 13.148 m (43.14 ft), the average chord from 0.352 m (1.15 ft) to 0.410 m
(1.34 ft), and the angle 0 from 14° to 28 ° .
It is the structure and its weight that are of interest here. No claim is made
for the aerodynamic efficiency of a given configuration produced during this parameter
study. Loading has adjusted so that net lift was the same for all variations of
the biwing, for all variations of the swept forward swept rearward. In each case
local lift coefficients were adjusted to preserve (.approximately) the lift force
distribution of the original configuration, that is, the configuration character-
ized in Table al and by circles on the following illustrations.
Figures 35 through 37 show the structural weights produced during this
parametric study. The structural weight is seen to increase with an increase
in span and a decrease in chord for all configurations. An increase in the angle
@ reduces the structural box weight for the two wing systems as seen in Fig. 39.
Figure 35 shows the results of the span variation. For a given span the
swept forward swept rearward configuration is lighter than the dual wing.
Figure 36 shows the dual wing configuration to be the lightest of the three
for a given chord. The sensitivity to weight increase with increasing chords
is the same for both configurations.
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Figure36. StructuralBox Weight vs. AverageChord for Six-PlaceConfiguration.
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Figure 37 shows the weight of the swept forward swept rearward configuration
to be strongly influenced by the angle 0 for values of e greater than 25° . For
a given 6 the biwing is the lightest.
Discussion
The weight estimation procedure described herein functions accurately and
effectively. It is fast, inexpensive and well-suited to the needs of preliminary
design. Based upon our examination of the open literature, the procedure appears
to be a unique methodology for designing and estimating the weight of fairly
general dual wing configurations. The resulting structural models are well-
suited to a variety of other analysis tasks as illustrated in the previous
section by the modal analysis and the "quick-look" parameter study.
We have described the wings produced by the procedure as structurally
optimal. This is almost true for a class of wings having the internal structure
shown in Fig. 33 and structural box chordwise size described in the previous
section, i.e., forward spar at 15% of chord and aft spar at 75% of chord. There
is no reason to believe that another internal structure might not have been
better for one or several of the wing configurations examined. In addition,
time did not permit an adequate study of the influence on weight of structural
ties between the wings, nor was there time to examine the matter of optimal
placement of these ties.
One element of conservatism built into the procedure developed for this
study had to do with the application to the entire wing of a buckling criterion
based upon the web having the smallest k(t/b). Insofar as study results are
concerned, this criterion, in conjunction with the hypothesized internal struc-
ture of the structural box, tended to make the twelve-place dual wing and swept
forward swept rearward results relatively heavy both with respect to six-place
500 -
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results and with respect to the conventional twelve-place wing. The structural
box weight of the six-place baseline is 1.4 times the structural box weight for
the six-place dual. The structural box weight for the twelve-place baseline is
however only I.I times the structural box weight of the twelve-place dual. This
higher weight estimated for the twelve-place dual as compared to the six-place
dual is due to the fact that the same structural box layout is used for all these
wings.
The root chord for the six-place baseline is 3.2 times the root chord for
the six-place dual whereas the root chord for the twelve-place baseline is 1.5
times the root chord for the twelve-place dual. Since the same structural box
layout is used the stiffeners and webs are located at the same chordwise position
for all the wing systems studied. The higher chord of the twelve-place dual as
compared to the six-place dual implies that the webs in the twelve-place dual
are broader which leads to lower permissible buckling stress and a higher weight.
All of the dual wing configurations produced during this study for the six-
place aircraft are significantly lighter than the six-place conventional wing --
most notably, the swept forward swept rearward wing system offers a weight ad-
vantage of 63 kg (139 Ibs.) in aluminum and 40 kg (88 Ibs.) in composite materials.
Concerning what are considered to be the least subjective results -- structural
box weights -- all dual wing configurations offer quite significant weight re-
duction possibilities relative to the conventional wing: 30% in aluminum for
the dual wing, 23% in aluminum for the swept forward swept rearward, and 20% in
aluminum for the joined wing.
For the twelve-place dual wing configurations produced during this study, •
the structural boxes are lighter than that of the conventional twelve-place J
wing: 50 kg (III Ibs.) in aluminum and 32 kg (70 Ibs.) in composites for the
biwing, and 24 kg (52 Ibs.)in aluminum and 15 kg (33 Ibs.) in composites for
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the swept forward swept rearward wing configuration. It is believed that a re-
design of the structural boxes for both the twelve-place dual wing configurations
and the repair to the web buckling criterion discussed above will result-in larger
• weight reductions for the twelve-place dual wing configurations relative to the
twelve-place conventional wing.
In summary, it appears possible for the present applications to build a
relatively light dual wing system in either aluminum or composite material.
These dual wing systems appear to perform adequately from the standpoints of
both statics and dynamics. The design of these systems will be more complicated --
requiring, even in the preliminary stages, more computer analysis and less re-
liance on proven formulas and established strategies. Based upon the present
results it is concluded that the additional complexity -- both in terms of
structure and design -- is worthwhile.
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